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Phonics and 
Word Study

Read words with 
soft c.

Read words with soft 
g/dg.

Read words with soft 
c and soft g/dg.

Read words with al/
all.

• Quiz
•  Differentiated 

review
Spelling

face, circle, pencil, 
rice, dance

age, page, bridge, 
large, judge

Written 
Vocabulary/
Sight Words

game, pole, rope, 
center, edge, dodge

game, pole, rope, 
center, edge, dodge

Reading 
Comprehension

“Fun and Games” “Fun and Games” Differentiated review

Reading Fluency 
Practice

Pairs: “Fun and 
Games”

Differentiated review

Oral Vocabulary
support, score, goal, 
equal, draw

Read-Aloud
“The Game of 
Football”

“The Game of 
Football”

Shared Writing
Use a Story Map to 
write a class story.

Use a Story Map to 
write a class story.

Homework

Write spelling and 
sight words 3 times in 
copybooks.

•  Page 56 in Student 
Activity Book

• “Fun and Games”

Write spelling and 
sight words 3 times in 
copybooks.

•  Page 57 in Student 
Activity Book

• “Fun and Games”
• Study for quiz.

Re-read “Fun and 
Games.”

Day 5 Review: 
Differentiated 
Instruction

First Review Activity
• Group A (Meets Expectations): Work in pairs to re-read “Fun and Games.”
• Group B (Exceeds Expectations): Work in pairs to read “Red Rover” or any supplementary reader.
• Group C (Needs Additional Support): Review Phonics and Word Study.
Second Review Activity
• Group A (Meets Expectations): Work in pairs to read “Red Rover” or any supplementary reader.
• Group B (Exceeds Expectations): Work in pairs to discuss and answer the questions for “Fun and Games.”
• Group C (Needs Additional Support): Work in pairs to re-read “Fun and Games.”

Grade 2 National Standards for Reading and Comprehension
Learning Outcomes: Read and process information • Demonstrate 
knowledge of sight words and other vocabulary for improved spelling 
and writing skills • Use letter-sound associations, word parts, and 
context to read new words and analyze texts • Improve spelling and 
writing skills for effective communication • Use basic grammatical 
features to appropriately compose and respond to texts • Analyze 
text content and share ideas, information, and messages with others 
• Predict outcomes and make judgments after careful evaluation of 
facts and issues • Demonstrate the awareness that speech is made of a 
sequence of symbols and sounds that can be manipulated to recognize 
and read words accurately and fluently • Demonstrate a literal 
comprehension of readings, through identification and analysis of main 
ideas and supporting details • Analyze text content and share ideas, 
information, and messages with others • Fluently read grade-level texts 
• Read grade-level text with speed and accuracy • Correctly respond to 
questions from texts read.

Learning Objectives: Identify vowels and recognize consonants 
• Read words with varied word patterns • Make a story chart • Identify 
the problem in a story • Construct sentences correctly • Write a story 
summary • Write sentences using spelling and sight words • Read 
diverse types of writings • Identify facts from a text • Identify main idea 
and facts in a nonfiction text • Identify theme in a text • Recognize 
the elements of diverse types of writings • Name and identify some 
types of adjectives • Form new words using some prefixes and suffixes 
• Form contractions • Write descriptive sentences • Demonstrate 
knowledge of new words • Read and analyze journals, articles, and 
other informational texts • Read nonfiction articles • Identify main idea 
of an article • Organize ideas for writing • Read words with variant 
word patterns • Spell high-frequency and subject-related words 
• Demonstrate understanding of vocabulary and related subject words 
in context • Use charts and graphic organizers to add details to writings 
• Write independently • Read words with endings • Read diverse texts 
fluently • Listen to and discuss texts.
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Week 
21

Day 
1

OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
• Read and spell words 

with the soft c sound
• Demonstrate 

understanding of and 
spell the vocabulary/
sight words game, pole, 
rope, center, edge, 
dodge

• Read and comprehend 
“Fun and Games”

LEARNING RESOURCES

Student copybooks

Let’s Read

Student Activity Book

INTRODUCTION 1 MIN.
 Today we will read and spell words with the soft c sound. We will also 

learn some new vocabulary words and read a new text together.

PHONICS AND WORD STUDY 10 MIN.
Write the words on the board, as shown at the left.

 We know that 
the letter c usually 
makes the sound 
/k/. Today we will 
learn about the soft 
c sound. When the 
letter c comes before 
the letters e or i, it 
makes the soft c 
sound, /s/.

Point to circle. 
Underline the ci.  

 Here I see the 
letter c before the 
letter i. When c 
comes before i, it 
makes the soft c 
sound, /s/. (Point to 
the second c.) This 
c does not come 
before e or i, so it 
makes its normal 
sound, /k/. The word 
is /s/–/ŭr/–/k/–/əl/,  
circle. 

Repeat with place. 
Note that place ends 
with the silent e, so 
the letter a makes the 
sound /ā/.

 Let’s do it 
together. 

Point to place. Point 
under ce.  What 
letters do we see 
here? c before e. 

 In this word, what 
sound does the letter 
c make? /s/. 

 Let’s read the 
whole word together: 
/p/–/l/–/ā/–/s/, place. 

Repeat with dance. 
Tell students that the 
e is silent. 

 Now it’s your turn. 

Point to dance. Point 
under ce.  What 
letters do you see 
here? (c before e) 

 In this word, what 
sound does the letter 
c make? (/s/) 

 Read the whole 
word. (/d/–/ă/–/n/–/s/, 
dance) 

Repeat with the 
remaining words. 

Daily Check: Call on 2 students to read one word each.

soft c 

circle
place
dance 

dance
center
spice

bounce
race
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Week 21 • Day 1

SPELLING 10 MIN.
Erase the board from the previous activity. 

 Now we will spell 
some words with soft 
c, which makes the 
sound /s/. Watch and 
listen.

 The word is face. 
I hear 3 sounds: 
/f/–/ā/–/s/, and I 
know it has a soft c 
and ends with the 
silent e. 

 The first sound is 
/f/. (Write f.) The next 
sound is /ā/, just 
like the name of the 
letter a. (Write a.) The 
third sound is /s/— 
and in this word it is 
spelled with the soft 
c. (Write c.) Lastly, 
I add the silent e. 
(Write e.) 

Move your finger 
under the letters as 
you say the letter 
names:  f–a–c–e, 
face. 

Repeat with circle. 

Erase the words.

 Let’s spell some 
words with the soft 
c together. I will say 
the word. We will 
listen to each sound. 
Then you will write 
the letters in your 
copybooks as I write 
them on the board. 

 The first word 
is circle. What 
sounds do we hear? 
/s/–/ŭr/–/k/–/əl/. 

 Let’s write it: /s/, 
and in this word it is 
spelled with the soft 
c (write c), /ŭr/, and in 
this word it is spelled 
with ir (write ir), /k/ 
(write c), /əl/ (write le). 
Check the students’ 
work. 

 Now let’s spell 
the word together 
with the letter names 
(point): c–i–r–c–l–e, 
circle. 

Repeat with pencil. 

Erase the words.

 Now it’s your turn. 
I will say a word with 
the soft c making the 
/s/ sound. Listen to 
each sound. Then 
write the letter for 
each sound in your 
copybooks. 

Dictate these words 
one at a time: pencil, 
rice, and dance. 

Move around the 
room and randomly 
check students’ work 
as they write. 

Have students spell 
each word aloud 
using the letter 
names. 

Daily Check: Call on 2 students to spell one word each.
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Week 21 • Day 1

WRITTEN VOCABULARY / SIGHT WORDS 10 MIN.
Write the words on the board, as shown at the left. Use objects, pictures, and 
demonstrations to help students understand the words. 

 Now we will learn some new vocabulary words.

1. game Point to game.  This word is game. Let’s read and spell 
it together: game, g–a–m–e, game. A game is a kind of 
play or sport. Football is a game. What other games do 
you like to play? (Help individuals respond in well-formed 
sentences using game.)

2. pole Point to pole.  This word is pole. Together: pole, p–o–l–e, 
pole. A pole is a long stick, usually stuck in the ground to 
hold up something. For example, flags fly on top of poles. 
Turn to page 64 in Let’s Read and find the pole in the 
pictures. Point to the pole and say “This is a pole.”

3. rope Point to rope.  This word is rope. Together: rope, r–o–p–e, 
rope. A rope is strong and thick line made with string or 
plants twisted together. Find a rope in the pictures. …  
What are some other ways people use ropes? (Help 
individuals respond in well-formed sentences using rope.)

4. center Point to center.  This word is center. Together: center, c–e–
n–t–e–r, center. The center is the middle of something, like 
a circle. Let’s stand up and make a circle with one person in 
the center of the circle. (Do the motions.)

5. edge Point to edge.  This word is edge. Together: edge, 
e–d–g–e, edge. The edge is the part of something that 
is the farthest away from the center. If I sit on the edge 
of my bed, I’m sitting on the end of it that is far from the 
center. Let’s stand up again and make a circle with one 
person in the center. Let’s now have that person move to 
the edge of the circle. (Do the motions.)

6. dodge Point to dodge.  This word is dodge. Together: dodge, 
d–o–d–g–e, dodge. When we dodge something, we are 
making a quick movement to get away from something. 
In lapa or dodgeball, players dodge the ball. Stand up and 
make a move as if you are dodging a ball. (Do the motions.)

READING COMPREHENSION 20 MIN.
 Now we will read a new text called “Fun and Games.” Please turn to 

page 64 in Let’s Read.

BEFORE READING

Preview
Guide the students to . . .

• read the title and author.

1. game
2. pole
3. rope
4. center
5. edge
6. dodge

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.

Lu
ci

an
 C

om
an

 / 
D

re
am

st
im

e.
co

m

Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21

Let’s Read page 64
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Week 21 • Day 1
• describe each picture, helping them with vocabulary as needed.

• find their vocabulary words in the pictures and text. 

• predict what they think the text will be about. 

Features of Text
 Today’s text is nonfiction. Remember that nonfiction text tells us true 

information about something. Nonfiction texts have a main idea that 
is supported with facts. The main idea is what the text is mostly about. 
Facts are true details that support the main idea.

 Also remember that we can better understand what we read by answering 
Right There Questions and Think and Search Questions and by making 
Author and Me Inferences. Let’s read the text to find the main idea and facts 
that support the main idea. We’ll also answer questions and make inferences.

DURING READING
• Have the class read the text aloud with you, pointing under each word as 

they read. If a student misreads a word, stop and sound out the word. 

• After each page, discuss what the students have read to check for 
understanding. Clarify any vocabulary that they have trouble with. 

AFTER READING

Check Predictions
Discuss the students’ predictions. Which ones matched the text?

Comprehension Questions
Accept any answer supported by the text. Sample answers are given in 
parentheses. 

1. Think and Search Question: What sorts of games do people play? 
(board games, clapping games, guessing games, jumping games, 
chasing games, and games with balls)

2. Right There Question: Even though children in Liberia and America 
live far away from each other, what do they do that is the same? 
(They play some of the same games.)

3. Author and Me Inference: Why do children in Liberia and America 
play some of the same kinds of games? (Children in Liberia and 
America think those games are fun.)

4. What facts does the author use to explain why people all over the world 
play games? (There are many different types of games. Children in Liberia 
and America think that some of the same types of games are fun to play.)

5. What is the main idea of the text? (People like to play games all 
around the world. ) 

 HOMEWORK
Have students write each spelling and vocabulary/sight word 3 times in their 
copybooks and spell each word aloud to someone at home. The weekly word 
list is on page 55 in the Student Activity Book. Note: You may also review the 
words during Spelling class and help students use them in sentences. 

Week 21 Word Lists

Spelling Words

Written Vocabulary and  
Sight Words

1. face

2. rice

3. circle

4. pencil

5. dance

6. age

7. page

8. large

9. judge

10. bridge

11. game

12. pole

13. rope

14. center

15. edge

16. dodge

55Read Liberia Activity, Grade 2
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Student Activity Book 
page 55

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.
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m

Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21

Let’s Read page 64
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Week 
21

OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
• Read words with the soft 

g/dg sound
• Demonstrate 

understanding of the 
vocabulary words 
support, score, goal, 
equal, draw

• Listen to and 
comprehend “The Game 
of Football” 

• Use a Story Map to write 
a class story

LEARNING RESOURCES

Let’s Read

Student copybooks

Student Activity Book 

Day 
2

INTRODUCTION 1 MIN.
 Today we will read some words with the soft g sound. We will learn 

some new vocabulary words, and I will read a new text to you. Then we 
will continue to work on our class story.

PHONICS AND WORD STUDY 10 MIN.
Write the letters and words on the board, as shown at the left.

 Yesterday we 
learned about the 
soft c, which makes 
the sound /s/. Today 
we are going to learn 
about the soft g and 
dg. We know that 
the letter g usually 
makes the sound /g/. 
When the letters g 
or dg come before 
the letters e or i, they 
often make the soft g 
sound, /j/.

Point to germ. 
Underline ge.  

 Here I see the letter 
g before the letter e. 
When g comes before 
e, it often makes the 
soft g sound, /j/. This 
word is /j/–/ŭr/–/m/, 
germ.

Point to dodge. 
Underline dge.  

 Here I see the 
letters dg before the 
letter e. When dg 
comes before e,  
it makes the soft 
g sound, /j/. In this 
word, the letter e is 
silent. This word is 
/d/–/ŏ/–/j/, dodge.

 Let’s do it 
together. 

Point to germ. Point 
under ge.  What 
letters do we see 
here? g before e. 

 In this word, what 
sound does the letter 
g make? /j/. 

 Let’s read the 
whole word together: 
/j/–/ŭr/–/m/, germ. 

Repeat with dodge, 
gentle, and edge. 

 Now it’s your turn. 

Point to edge. Point 
under dge.  What 
letters do you see 
here? (dg before e)

 In this word, what 
sound do the letters 
dg make? (/j/) 

 Read the whole 
word. (/ĕ/–/j/, edge) 

Repeat with the 
remaining words. 

Time permitting, have students turn to “Fun and Games” on page 64 in 
Let’s Read and find words with the soft c and soft g/dg sounds  
(e.g., circle, center, places, dodge, edge, dodgeball). Write the words on 
the board as they find them. 

Daily Check: Call on 2 students to read one word each.

germ
dodge
gentle
edge

edge
danger
judge
age

bridge

FPO

soft g/dg

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.

Lu
ci

an
 C

om
an

 / 
D

re
am

st
im

e.
co

m

Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21  
Let’s Read page 64
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Week 21 • Day 2

ORAL VOCABULARY 12 MIN.
Use objects, pictures, and demonstrations to help students understand the 
words. 

 Now we will learn some new vocabulary words.

1. support  Support. When you support someone, you help them 
with something. In the game of football, the players 
support or help each other in order to make a goal 
and win. We support our friends when they need our 
help. How do you support your friends or family? (Help 
individuals respond in well-formed sentences using 
support.)

2. score  Score. When you score, you make points in a game. 
In football, players score points when they kick the ball 
into the net of the other team. How do you score points 
in other games? (Help individuals respond in well-formed 
sentences using score.)

3. goal  Goal. In a game like football, a goal is when you 
score a point. Show me how you feel when your team 
scores a goal. (Do the motions.)

4. equal  Equal. When things are equal, they are the same in 
number or size. When we share food with our friends, 
we try to give everyone an equal share, or the same 
number. Let’s stand up and make two equal groups of 
students. (Do the motions.)

5. draw  Draw. A draw happens when two people or teams 
play a game to the end and their final scores are the 
same or equal. For example, if both teams each score 
1 goal, the game ends in a draw. 

READ-ALOUD 13 MIN.
 Now I’m going to read to you a new text called “The Game of Football.” 

Please turn to page 257 in Let’s Read.

BEFORE READING

Preview
Guide the students to . . .

• describe the picture, helping them with vocabulary as needed.

• find any vocabulary words in the picture.

• predict what they think the text will be about.

The Game of Football

Let’s Read, Grade 2 257Week 21

support  score  goal  
equal  draw 

Week 
21

Let’s Read page 257
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Week 21 • Day 2
Features of Text

 Today’s text is nonfiction. Nonfiction text tells us true information 
about something. Remember that nonfiction texts have a main idea that 
is supported with facts.

 Also remember that we can better understand what we read by 
answering Right There Questions and Think and Search Questions and 
by making Author and Me Inferences. Yesterday we read the nonfiction 
text “Fun and Games” about games children play. Today’s nonfiction text 
is about football. As I read the text, listen for the main idea and facts that 
support the main idea. Then we will answer questions and make inferences.

DURING READING
Read the text aloud twice with expression, using the picture and gestures 
to convey meaning.

 The Game of Football 
by Lawrence W. Peters

Football, also called soccer, is a game played between two teams 
kicking a ball. The game is played for 90 minutes. Each team is 
made up of 11 players: a goalkeeper who stops the ball from entering 
the goal, players who support other players, and players who score 
a goal. The goalkeeper uses both feet and hands to stop the ball 
from entering the goal. None of the players can use their hands. 
Some players try to stop the other team from scoring a goal. They 
are called defenders. Other players try to put the ball in the goal of 
the other team. They are called forwards, or strikers. The team that 
scores the most goals wins the game. If both teams fail to score, or 
score an equal number of goals, then the game ends in a draw. 

AFTER READING

Check Predictions
Discuss the students’ predictions. Which ones matched the text?

Comprehension Questions
Accept any answer supported by the text. Sample answers are given in 
parentheses. 

1. Right There Question: The game of football is played for how long? 
(90 minutes)

2. Think and Search Question: Which player or players on a football 
team can touch the ball with their hands? (only the goalkeeper)

3. Author and Me Inference: Why do defenders try to stop the other 
team from scoring a goal? (so the other team will not get more points 
than the defenders’ team; so the other team will not win)

4. The author used facts to describe the different players on a soccer 
or football team. Who are the different players and what do they do? 
(There is a goalkeeper who stops the ball from entering the goal. There 
are defenders who try to stop the other team. There are forwards, or 
strikers, who try to make goals for their team.)

5. What is the main idea of the text? (how to play football) 

Read Liberia Activity, Grade 248
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Week 21 • Day 2

SHARED WRITING 15 MIN.
Tape the Story Map as shown below on the board or on the wall.

Title: 

Character: a bird

Setting: 

Problem: A bird is searching everywhere for water but cannot find it. When he does find it, it is in 

a pot that is half full, and he cannot reach the water to drink it.

Event 1: The bird sees stones next to the half-full pot of water.

Event 2: The bird picks up the stones in its beak one by one and places them in the water pot.

Event 3: Now the pot is full of stones, and the water rises to the top of the pot.

Solution: The water rises to the top of the pot, so the bird is able to drink.

Lesson: 

 Today we will continue adding to our Story Map. Let’s review what 
happens in our story. What are the things that happen in a story called? 
Things that happen in a story are called the plot. Now what happens first 
in our story? Point to Event 1 on the Story Map. The bird sees stones next to 
the half-full pot of water.

Title: 

Character: a bird

Setting: (determined by the class)

Problem: A bird is searching everywhere for water but cannot find it. When he does find it, it is in 

a pot that is half full, and he cannot reach the water to drink it.

Event 1: The bird sees stones next to the half-full pot of water.

Event 2: The bird picks up the stones in its beak one by one and places them in the water pot.

Event 3: Now the pot is full of stones, and the water rises to the top of the pot.

Solution: The water rises to the top of the pot, so the bird is able to drink.

Lesson: The bird never gives up. He keeps working until he can drink the water.

 What happens next? Point to Event 2. The bird picks up the stones in its 
beak one by one and places them in the water pot.

 And then what happens? Point to Event 3. Now the pot is full of stones, 
and the water rises to the top of the pot.

 We have not yet added a setting. Do you remember what the setting of 
a story is? Call on 1–2 students to answer. The setting is where and when a 
story takes place. Call on 1–2 students to suggest a the setting for this story. 
Then have the students vote on which setting to put on the Story Map. 

 Many stories teach us lessons. What do we learn from this story? If 
students need help figuring out the lesson ask: Does the bird get the water? 
Does the bird ever give up? In the Lesson box, write: The bird never gives up. 
He keeps working until he can drink the water.

Leave the Story Map on the board for Shared Writing, Week 21, Day 4.

 HOMEWORK
Have students complete page 56 in the Student Activity Book and read “Fun 
and Games” aloud to someone at home. Note: You may also go over the 
worksheet together during Phonics class.

Directions: Read the words. Circle each letter c that sounds like s.

place cry circle kick

center dance cat pencil

cook voice score bounce 

Directions: Read the words. Circle each letter g or dg that sounds 
like j.

edge game dodge germ 

age danger ground get

goal bridge gentle judge 

Directions: Choose the best word to complete each sentence. Write 
the word on the line. Read the sentence aloud.

1. The children         to the music. 
 (dance, danger) 

2. I         the ball so I wouldn’t get hit.  
 (dodged, edged)

3. I drew the sun in the shape of a        . 
 (city, circle)

4. We cross the river at the        . 
 ( judge, bridge)

Week 21 Day 2 Homework

56 Read Liberia Activity, Grade 2
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page 56
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Week 
21

OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
• Read and spell words 

with the soft c and soft g/
dg sound. 

• Demonstrate 
understanding of and 
spell the vocabulary/
sight words game, pole, 
rope, center, edge, 
dodge.

• Read and comprehend 
“Fun and Games” 

LEARNING RESOURCES

Student copybooks

Let’s Read

Student Activity Book 

Day 
3

INTRODUCTION 1 MIN.
 Today we will read and spell words with soft c and soft g. We will also 

review our vocabulary words and read “Fun and Games” together again. 

PHONICS AND WORD STUDY 10 MIN.
Write the words on the board, as shown at the left.

 This week we are 
learning about the 
soft sounds for the 
letters c, g, and dg. 
When the letter c 
comes before an e  
or i, it makes the soft 
c sound, /s/. When g 
or dg comes before 
e or i, it often makes 
the soft g sound, /j/.

Point to peace. 
Underline ce.  

 Here I see the 
letter c before e. In 
this word, the letter 
c makes the sound 
/s/. The word is 
/p/–/ē/–/s/, peace. 

Point to stage. 
Underline ge.  

 Here I see the 
letter g before e. In 
this word, the letter g 
says /j/. The word is 
/s/–/t/–/ā/–/j/, stage.

 Let’s do it 
together. 

Point to peace. Point 
under ce.  What 
letters do we see 
here? c before e. 

 In this word, what 
sound does the letter 
c make? /s/. 

 Let’s read the 
whole word together: 
/p/–/ē/–/s/, peace.

Repeat with stage, 
rice, and charge.

 Now it’s your turn. 

Point to charge. Point 
under ge.  What 
letters do you see 
here? (g before e) 

 In this word, what 
sound does the letter 
g make? (/j/) 

 Read the whole 
word. (/ch/–/ă/–/r/–/j/, 
charge)

Repeat with the 
remaining words. 

Daily Check: Call on 2 students to read one word each.

soft c, soft g/dg 

peace
stage
rice

charge 

charge
chance
fence

excellent
budge
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Week 21 • Day 3

SPELLING 10 MIN.
Erase the board from the previous activity. 

 Now we will spell 
some words with 
the letters g and dg 
that make the soft g 
sound, /j/. Watch and 
listen. 

 The word is age. 
I hear 2 sounds: 
/ā/–/j/, and I know 
it ends with the 
silent e. 

 The first sound 
is /ā/. (Write a.) The 
next sound is /j/. 
(Write g.) Lastly, I add 
the silent e. (Write e.) 

Move your finger 
under the letters as 
you say the letter 
names:  a–g–e, age. 

Erase the word.

 Let’s spell some 
words with the soft 
g, /j/, sound together. 
I will say the word. 
We will listen to each 
sound. Then you will 
write the letters in 
your copybooks as 
I write them on the 
board. 

 The first word is 
age. What sounds do 
we hear? /ā/–/j/. And 
we know it ends with 
what? The silent e. 

 Let’s write it: /ā/, 
just like the name of 
the letter a (write a), 
/j/ (write g). Lastly, 
we add the silent e 
(write e). Check the 
students’ work. 

 Now let’s spell 
the word together 
with the letter names 
(point): a–g–e, age. 

Repeat with page 
and bridge.

Erase the words.

 Now it’s your turn. 
I will say a word with 
the soft g sound 
spelled with g or dg. 
Listen to each sound. 
Then write the letter 
for each sound in 
your copybooks. 
Don’t forget to add 
the silent e at the 
end! 

Dictate these words 
one at a time: large, 
judge, bridge.

Move around the 
room and randomly 
check students’ work 
as they write. 

Have students spell 
each word aloud 
using the letter 
names.

Daily Check: Call on 2 students to spell one word each. 
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Week 21 • Day 3

WRITTEN VOCABULARY / SIGHT WORDS 10 MIN.
Write the words on the board, as shown at the left. Use objects, pictures, and 
demonstrations to help students understand the words. 

 Now we will review our vocabulary words.

1. game Point to game.  Read the word: (game). A game is a kind 
of play or sport. Football is a game. What other games 
do you like to play? (Help individuals respond in well-
formed sentences using game.)

2. pole Point to pole.  Read the word: (pole). A pole is a long 
stick, usually stuck in the ground to hold up something. 
For example, flags fly on top of poles. Turn to page 64 in 
Let’s Read and find the pole in the pictures. Point to the 
pole and say “This is a pole.”

3. rope Point to rope.  Read the word: (rope). A rope is strong 
and thick line made with string or plants twisted 
together. Find a rope in the pictures. … What are some 
other ways people use ropes? (Help individuals respond in 
well-formed sentences using rope.)

4. center Point to center.  Read the word: (center). The center is 
the middle of something, like a circle. Let’s stand up and 
make a circle with one person in the center of the circle. 
(Do the motions.)

5. edge Point to edge.  Read the word: (edge). The edge is the 
part of something that is the farthest away from the 
center. If I sit on the edge of my bed, I’m sitting on the 
end of it that is far from the center. Let’s stand up again 
and make a circle with one person in the center. Let’s 
now have that person move to the edge of the circle. 
(Do the motions.)

6. dodge Point to dodge.  Read the word: (dodge). When we 
dodge something, we are making a quick movement to 
get away from something. In lapa or dodgeball, players 
dodge the ball. Stand up and make a move as if you are 
dodging a ball. (Do the motions.)

READING COMPREHENSION 20 MIN.
 Now we will read “Fun and Games” again. Please turn to page 64 in 

Let’s Read.

1. game
2. pole
3. rope
4. center
5. edge
6. dodge

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.
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Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21

Let’s Read page 64
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Week 21 Word Lists

Spelling Words

Written Vocabulary and  
Sight Words

1. face

2. rice

3. circle

4. pencil

5. dance

6. age

7. page

8. large

9. judge

10. bridge

11. game

12. pole

13. rope

14. center

15. edge

16. dodge

55Read Liberia Activity, Grade 2
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Student Activity Book 
page 55

Week 21 • Day 3
BEFORE READING

Preview
Guide the students to . . .

• read the title and author. 

• describe each picture, helping them with vocabulary as needed.

• find their vocabulary words in the pictures and text. 

Features of Text
 Remember that this text is nonfiction. What does nonfiction text tell 

us? (true information about something) What is the main idea of a text? 
(what the text is mostly about) What are facts in a text? (true details that 
support the main idea)

 What can we do to better understand what we read? (answer Right 
There Questions and Think and Search Questions and make Author and 
Me Inferences) Let’s read the text again to find the main idea and facts, 
then answer questions and make inferences.

DURING READING
• Have the class read the text aloud with you, pointing under each word 

as they read. If a student misreads a word, stop and sound out the word. 

• After each page, discuss what the students have read to check for 
understanding. Clarify any vocabulary that they have trouble with.

AFTER READING

Comprehension Questions
Accept any answer supported by the text. Sample answers are given in 
parentheses. 

1. Think and Search Question: What sorts of games do people play? 
(board games, clapping games, guessing games, jumping games, 
chasing games, and games with balls)

2. Right There Question: Even though children in Liberia and America 
live far away from each other, what do they do that is the same? 
(They play some of the same games.)

3. Author and Me Inference: Why do children in Liberia and America 
play some of the same kinds of games? (Children in Liberia and 
America think those games are fun.)

4. What facts does the author use to explain why people all over the world 
play games? (There are many different types of games. Children in Liberia 
and America think that some of the same types of games are fun to play.)

5. What is the main idea of the text? (People like to play games all 
around the world. ) 

6. Do you like to play lapa or toil? Why or why not? (Answers will vary.) 

 HOMEWORK
Have students write each spelling and vocabulary/sight word 3 times in their 
copybooks and spell each word aloud to someone at home. The weekly word 
list is on page 55 in the Student Activity Book. Note: You may also review the 
words during Spelling class and help students use them in sentences. 

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.
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Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21

Let’s Read page 64
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Week 
21

OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
• Read words with al and 

all 
•  Read fluently “Fun and 

Games” 
• Listen to and 

comprehend “The Game 
of Football” 

• Use a Story Map to write 
a class story

LEARNING RESOURCES

Let’s Read

Student copybooks

Day 
4

INTRODUCTION 1 MIN.
 Today we will read some words with al and all. You will read “Fun and 

Games” with your partner. I will read “The Game of Football” to you again. 
Then we will finish writing our class story.

PHONICS AND WORD STUDY 10 MIN.
Write the letters and words on the board, as shown at the left.

Point in turn under 
al, all.  Today we 
will review words 
with the letters al 
and all. When the 
letters a and l, or a 
and double ll, come 
together, they make 
the sound /ôl/.

Point to all.  Here 
I see the letter a 
and double letter ll. 
Together they make 
the sound /ôl/. The 
word is /ôl/, all.

Repeat with ball. 

 Let’s do it 
together. 

Point in turn under al, 
all.  Say the sound 
with me: /ôl/, /ôl/. 

Point to ball. Point 
under all.  What 
letters do we see 
here? a and double 
ll. What sound do 
they make together? 
/ôl/.

 Let’s read the 
whole word together: 
/b/–/ôl/, ball.

Repeat with tall and 
salt.

 Now it’s your turn. 

Point in turn under al, 
all.  Say the sound. 
(/ôl/, /ôl/)

Point to salt. Point 
under al.  What 
letters do you see 
here? (al) What 
sound do they make 
together? (/ôl/)

 Read the whole 
word. (/s/–/ôl/–/t/, 
salt) 

Repeat with the 
remaining words.

Time permitting, have students turn to “Fun and Games” on page 64 in 
Let’s Read and find words with al/all in the text (e.g., ball, all, dodgeball). 
Write the words on the board as they find them.

Daily Check: Call on 2 students to read one word each.

all
ball
tall
salt

salt
call
fall

small
also

al  all

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.
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Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21

Let’s Read page 64
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Week 21 • Day 4

READING FLUENCY PRACTICE  12 MIN.
 Now you will read the text “Fun and Games” with your partner. Please 

turn to page 64 in Let’s Read.

Have the students work in pairs, taking turns to read the passage aloud 
to each other and helping each other read correctly and fluently. Students 
should read the text 3 times each. Time permitting, call on individuals to take 
turns reading aloud correctly and fluently to the whole class. 

READ-ALOUD 13 MIN.
 Now I’m going to read to you the text “The Game of Football” again. 

Please turn to page 257 in Let’s Read. 

BEFORE READING

Preview
Guide the students to . . .

• review the meanings of the vocabulary words that they learned on Day 2 
(i.e., support, score, goal, equal, draw). 

• describe the picture, helping them with vocabulary as needed.

• find their vocabulary words in the picture.

Features of Text
 Remember that this text is nonfiction. What does nonfiction text tell 

us? (true information about something) What is the main idea of a text? 
(what the text is mostly about) What are facts in a text? (true details that 
support the main idea)

 What can we do to better understand what we read? (answer Right 
There Questions and Think and Search Questions and make Author and 
Me Inferences) We have been reading the nonfiction text “Fun and 
Games” about playing games for fun. Today’s nonfiction text is about 
the game of football. As I read the text again, listen to find the main 
idea and supporting facts, then we will answer questions and make 
inferences.

Playing Games
We all like to play games. People 
have thought up all sorts of games 
to play. There are board games, 
clapping games, guessing games, 
jumping games, chasing games, and 
many kinds of 
games with balls. 

Even though 
children in Liberia 
and America live 
far away from 
each other, they 
play some of the 
same games. 

People play many games.
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Fun and Games
by Lori Mortensen

Let’s Read, Grade 264 Week 21

Let’s Read page 64

The Game of Football

Let’s Read, Grade 2 257Week 21

support  score  goal  
equal  draw 

Week 
21

Let’s Read page 257
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Week 21 • Day 4
DURING READING

Read the text twice with expression, using the picture and gestures to 
convey meaning. 

 The Game of Football 
by Lawrence W. Peters

Football, also called soccer, is a game played between two teams 
kicking a ball. The game is played for 90 minutes. Each team 
is made up of 11 players: a goalkeeper who stops the ball from 
entering the goal, players who support other players, and players 
who score a goal. The goalkeeper uses both feet and hands to 
stop the ball from entering the goal. None of the players can use 
their hands. Some players try to stop the other team from scoring 
a goal. They are called defenders. Other players try to put the 
ball in the goal of the other team. They are called forwards, or 
strikers. The team that scores the most goals wins the game. If 
both teams fail to score, or score an equal number of goals, then 
the game ends in a draw. 

AFTER READING

Comprehension Questions
Accept any answer supported by the text. Sample answers are given in 
parentheses. 

1. Right There Question: The game of football is played for how long? 
(90 minutes)

2. Think and Search Question: Which player or players on a football 
team can touch the ball with their hands? (only the goalkeeper)

3. Author and Me Inference: Why do defenders try to stop the other 
team from scoring a goal? (so the other team will not get more points 
than the defenders’ team; so the other team will not win)

4. The author used facts to describe the different players on a soccer 
or football team. Who are the different players and what do they do? 
(There is a goalkeeper who stops the ball from entering the goal. There 
are defenders who try to stop the other team. There are forwards, or 
strikers, who try to make goals for their team.)

5. What is the main idea of the text? (how to play football) 

6. Do you like to play football? Why or why not? (Answers will vary.)

Read Liberia Activity, Grade 256
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Week 21 • Day 4

SHARED WRITING 15 MIN.
Tape the Story Map from Week 21, Day 2 (see below) on the board or on the 
wall. Leave the title blank until you complete the lesson.

Title: 

Character: a bird

Setting: (determined by the class)

Problem: A bird is searching everywhere for water but cannot find it. When he does find it, it is in 

a pot that is half full, and he cannot reach the water to drink it.

Event 1: The bird sees stones next to the half-full pot of water.

Event 2: The bird picks up the stones in its beak one by one and places them in the water pot.

Event 3: Now the pot is full of stones, and the water rises to the top of the pot.

Solution: The water rises to the top of the pot, so the bird is able to drink.

Lesson: The bird never gives up. He keeps working until he can drink the water.

 Today we will continue writing our story together. We almost 
finished the Story Map the last time we wrote together, but we need 
one more thing. We need a title. The title is the name of the story. 
What is a good title for our story? Call on 1–2 students to answer. If 
students need help thinking of a title, make a suggestion. Do you think 
a good title is “The Bird Who Never Gave Up”? In the Title box, write: 
“The Bird Who Never Gave Up.” See the completed Story Map below.

Have each student choose 2 events from the Story Map. Have them 
write the events and draw a picture about the events in their  
copybooks. They may copy the sentences directly from the Story Map. 
If there is time, have the students read their sentences to the class.

Title: “The Bird Who Never Gave Up”

Character: a bird

Setting: (determined by the class)

Problem: A bird is searching everywhere for water but cannot find it. When he does find it, it is in 

a pot that is half full, and he cannot reach the water to drink it.

Event 1: The bird sees stones next to the half-full pot of water.

Event 2: The bird picks up the stones in its beak one by one and places them in the water pot.

Event 3: Now the pot is full of stones, and the water rises to the top of the pot.

Solution: The water rises to the top of the pot, so the bird is able to drink.

Lesson: The bird never gives up. He keeps working until he can drink the water.

Save the Story Map for Shared Writing, Week 22, Day 2.

 HOMEWORK
Have students complete page 57 in the Student Activity Book and read “Fun 
and Games” aloud to someone at home. Also remind students to study their 
spelling and sight words for the quiz tomorrow. 

Week 21 Day 4 Homework
Directions: Write each word from the box in the correct list. Read  
the words.

back, called, center, chance, charge, clap, 
dodge, game, ground, guess, place, page

c like s c or ck like k

g or dg like j g like g

Directions: Choose the best word from the box to complete each 
sentence. Write the word on the line. Read the sentence aloud.

all, ball, call, fall, small, tall

1. If you climb a tree, be careful you don’t      !

2. The       boy was crying for his mother. 

3. I cannot reach the top of the shelf. I am not       
enough.

4. We       want to play together.

5. Mother will       for me when she needs me.

6. Toss me the      !

57Read Liberia Activity, Grade 2
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Week 
21

OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
• Write their spelling and 

sight words on a quiz
• Practice their phonics 

and word recognition, 
fluency, and 
comprehension skills 

LEARNING RESOURCES

Student copybooks

Let’s Read

Supplementary 
readers

Day 
5

INTRODUCTION 1 MIN.
 Today you will take a quiz on your spelling and sight words for the week. 

Then you will practice reading words and stories. 

WEEKLY PHONICS / SPELLING QUIZ 15 MIN.
 Now you will take a quiz on your spelling and sight words for the week. 

Write these words in your copybook. 

1. face, 2. rice, 3. circle, 4. pencil, 5. dance, 6. age, 7. page, 8. large, 
9. judge, 10. bridge, 11. game, 12. pole, 13. rope, 14. center, 15. dodge

Time permitting, have students write the answers on the board and check 
their work. (To save time, call students to the board in groups of 5.) 

REVIEW (DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION) 34 MIN.
Divide the students into 2 or more groups according to their needs. Note that 
you may not have students in every category every time. 

Group A (Meets Expectations): Students who are doing well with phonics 
and word recognition and are ready for more practice in fluency and 
comprehension

Group B (Exceeds Expectations): Students who are excelling in fluency and 
comprehension and are ready to go further in comprehension and writing

Group C (Needs Additional Support): Students who are struggling with 
phonics and word recognition (including, for example, students who do poorly 
on the weekly quiz)

1. First Review Activity (17 MIN.)
Direct each group to do the following activities. Groups A and B will work 
independently while you work with Group C.

Group A (Meets Expectations)
Have students work in pairs to re-read “Fun and Games” on page 64 in Let’s 
Read. Have them take turns to read the text aloud to each other and help 
each other read correctly and fluently. Students should read the text 3 times 
each. If they finish early, they should re-read any previously seen text in 
Let’s Read.

Group B (Exceeds Expectations)
Have students work in pairs to read “Red Rover” on page 199 in Let’s Read, 
or read any of the supplementary readers, taking turns to read the text aloud 
to each other and helping each other read correctly and fluently. Students 
should read the text 3 times each. 

Group C (Needs Additional Support)
Have students review this week’s Phonics and Word Study lessons with you. 
Write the letters and words on the board, as shown on the next page at 
the right.
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Week 21 • Day 5

Point in turn under c, 
g, dg, al, all.  This 
week we learned 
about the soft 
sounds for the letters 
c, g, and dg. When 
the letter c comes 
before an e or i, it 
makes the soft c 
sound, /s/. When g 
or dg come before e 
or i, it makes the soft 
g sound, /j/. We also 
reviewed the letters 
al and all. When the 
letters a and l, or a 
and double ll, come 
together, they make 
the sound /ôl/.

Point to rice. 
Underline ce.  

 Here I see the 
letter c before the 
letter e. In this word, 
the letter c says /s/, 
and the letter e is 
silent. The word is 
/r/–/ī/–/s/, rice. 

Repeat with stage 
and ball.

 Let’s do it 
together. 

Point in turn under c, 
g, dg, al, all.  Say 
the sounds with me: 
/s/, /j/, /j/, /ôl/, /ôl/.

Point to rice. Point 
under ce.  What 
letters do we see 
here? c before e. 

 In this word, what 
sound does the letter 
c make? /s/. 

 Let’s read the 
whole word together: 
/r/–/ī/–/s/, rice. 

Repeat with stage, 
ball, charge, peace, 
small. 

 Now it’s your turn. 

Point in turn under c, 
g, dg, al, all.  Say 
the sounds. (/s/, /j/, /j/, 
/ôl/, /ôl/)

Point to small. Point 
under all.  What 
letters do you see 
here? (all) What 
sound do they make 
together? (/ôl/)

 Read the whole 
word. (/s/–/m/–/ôl/, 
small)

Repeat with the 
remaining words. 

Erase the board and write the new words, as shown on the next page at 
the left. Draw the chart on the board, and have students copy it in their 
copybooks. 

c  g  dg
al  all

rice
stage

ball
charge
peace
small

small
chance

edge
fall

excellent
budge
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Week 21 • Day 5

 Now we will put 
words in the correct 
boxes. Point to the 
appropriate box as 
you tell students 
where to write words 
that make a soft c or 
soft g sound or words 
that have al or all.

 The word spice 
(point) has a letter c 
before the letter e, 
so the letter c makes 
the sound /s/. I will 
write it here. 

Write spice in the soft 
c box, and cross it off 
the list.

 Let’s do the next 
one together. Where 
do we write the 
word page? It has a 
g before e, so the g 
makes the sound /j/. 
We write it here.

Write page in the soft 
g box, and cross it 
off the list. Check the 
students’ work.

 Now it’s your turn. 
For the rest of the 
words, work with 
your partner to write 
each word in the 
right box. 

Move around the 
room and randomly 
check students’ work 
as they write. 

Time permitting, have students work in pairs to review their sight word cards.

2. Second Review Activity (17 MIN.)
Direct each group to do the following activities in pairs. Move around the 
room and check their work, giving support where needed. Alternatively, 
while the students are working independently, you may administer the Oral 
Reading Fluency Assessment on page T27 of this Teacher Guide to some 
students. 

Group A (Meets Expectations)
Have students work in pairs to read “Red Rover” on page 199 in Let’s Read, 
or read any of the supplementary readers, taking turns to read the text aloud 
to each other 3 times and helping each other read correctly and fluently. 

Group B (Exceeds Expectations)
Have students work in pairs to discuss and write answers in their copybooks 
to the questions about “Fun and Games” on page 64 in Let’s Read. 

Group C (Needs Additional Support)
Have students work in pairs to re-read “Fun and Games” on page 64 in Let’s 
Read. Have them take turns to read the text aloud to each other 3 times and 
help each other read correctly and fluently. If they finish early, they should 
re-read any previously seen text in Let’s Read. 

 HOMEWORK
Have students re-read the Let’s Read text for the week aloud to someone 
at home.
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